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Abstract
This study aimed to perform cluster analysis in patients with chronic pain to extract groups with similar circadian rhythms and
compare neuropathic pain and psychological factors among these groups to identify differences in pain-related outcomes. A total of
63 community-dwellers with pain lasting at least 3months and Numerical Rating Scale scores of ≥2 were recruited from 3 medical
institutions. Their pain circadian rhythms were evaluated over 7days by measuring pain intensity at 6-time points per day using a 10-
cm visual analog scale. Cluster analysis was performed using 6 variables with standardized visual analog scale values at 6-time points
for individual participants to extract groups with similar pain circadian rhythms. The results of the Neuropathic Pain Symptom
Inventory and psychological evaluations in each group were compared using the Kruskal–Wallis test. The results revealed 3 clusters
with different circadian rhythms of pain. The total and evoked pain subscale Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory scores differed
among the 3 clusters. The results suggest that a thorough understanding of circadian pain rhythms in chronic pain patients may
facilitate the performance of activities of daily living and physical exercise from the perspective of pain management.

Abbreviations: BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion, CL = cluster, DN4 = Neuropathic Pain Diagnostic Questionnaire, HADS =
Hospital Anxiety and Depressions Scale, MBM = Michigan Body Map, NP = neuropathic pain, NPSI = Neuropathic Pain Symptom
Inventory, NRS=Numerical Rating Scale, PCS-4= Pain Catastrophizing Scale, SFMPQ2= Short-FormMcGill Pain Questionnaire 2,
VAS = visual analog scale.
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1. Introduction

The International Association for the Study of Pain defines
chronic pain as “pain that extends beyond the expected period of
healing or progressive pain due to non-cancer disease”.[1]

Persistent pain stimulation induces nervous system degeneration
via various mechanisms, including abnormal excitation of the
spinal dorsal horn[2] and disruption of the pain control
mechanism of the cerebral cortex.[3] At present, approximately
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20million patients in Japan experience chronic pain,[4] with 30%
of them having a pain history of ≥5years and still receiving
treatment,[5] resulting in soaring costs of medical care. In
addition, chronic pain is closely associated with inactivity and
reduced quality of life,[6] which substantially hampers the
affected individual’s ability to live in the community.
Pain is known to be associated with psychological factors, such

as catastrophic thinking, anxiety, and depression,[7,8] and social
factors, such as narrowing of social relationships and social
roles.[9,10] Furthermore, our previous study showed that pain is
associated with an individual’s social skills and social communi-
cation abilities.[11] In patients experiencing chronic pain, psycho-
social factors become intertwined with the pain pathology,
complicating treatment. Therefore, at present, the treatment for
chronic pain is aimed at improving patients’ quality of life and
ability to perform activities of daily living.[12] Additionally, instead
of focusing on pain elimination, there is a focus on the importance
of pain management, which includes understanding pain patterns
while engaging in daily activities and physical exercise. In fact,
McDonoughetal reported that achieving life goalswhilemanaging
pain led to improvements not only in pain intensity but also in self-
efficacy and physical activity levels.[13] Furthermore, community-
dwelling chronic pain patients who performmore physical activity
not onlyhave lowerpain levels but are also inabetterpsychological
condition than those with lower activity levels.[14] These findings
highlight the importance of selecting appropriate approaches for
daily activities and physical exercises while managing chronic pain
in patients. However, to provide even more specific and efficient
lifestyle guidance, the diurnal variations in the patient’s chronic
pain need to be studied.
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The circadian rhythms of pain have received increasing
attention in recent years. Studies have shown that different
diseases exhibit different rhythms.[15–19] One study of patients
with diabetic and post-herpetic neuralgia revealed that pain was
more intense in the evening and through the night than in the
morning.[20] In addition, we conducted a preliminary survey of
the circadian rhythms of pain in a patient with brachial plexus
injury, observing a U-shaped rhythm wherein pain intensity was
higher when the patient woke up and went to bed but lower
during the daytime.[21] A thorough understanding of these
circadian rhythms can facilitate the performance of daily
activities and physical exercise based on the time of the day,
leading to better pain management. Moreover, previous studies
have observed different types of circadian rhythms, such as pain
that increases in intensity over time or shows U-shaped
patterns.[17,20] Although other circadian patterns are presumed
to exist, the factors associated with these patterns have not been
identified. Furthermore, it is difficult to identify the factors that
cause these patterns in studies of circadian rhythms by disease
category because a wide variety of rhythms tend to get aggregated
together.
Therefore, to identify factors associated with the circadian

rhythms of pain, we focused not on the diseases but on the factors
and mechanisms associated with pain, namely neuropathic pain
(NP) and psychological factors. This is because in a study of
patients with chronic low back pain who were classified into 2
groups based on pain mechanism, patients with NP exhibited
more intense pain and more negative psychological states than
those with nociceptive pain.[22] Therefore, we thought that NP
would also influence the circadian rhythms of pain. In addition,
Wolf et al reported that in patients with fibromyalgia, the severity
of loneliness in the morning affected the intensity of pain in the
evening.[23] This is because the psychological factor of loneliness
may be contributing to the circadian rhythm more than the
disease factor of fibromyalgia. Considering the findings of these
studies, it seems possible that NP and psychological factors affect
circadian rhythms, making it necessary to understand and classify
the circadian rhythms of disease categories and of pain itself.
Therefore, in the present study, we proposed 2 hypotheses: that
there exist multiple patterns of pain circadian rhythms, and that
NP and psychological factors are associated with these circadian
rhythms. To test these hypotheses, we first performed cluster
analysis on patients with chronic pain to extract groups with
similar circadian rhythms, after which we compared NP and
psychological factors among these groups to identify differences
in these outcomes.
2. Methods

2.1. Ethics statement

The experimental protocol was approved by the Kio University
Ethics Committee (approval number: H30-31), and the study
protocol conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki (UMIN:
20141113-184337). Participants provided written consent to
participate in the study after receiving an explanation of the
procedures involved.

2.2. Participants

This study was carried out from April 2018 to December 2019. A
total of 63 community-dwellers with pain lasting at least 3
months and Numerical Rating Scale (NRS) scores of ≥2 were
2

recruited from 3 medical institutions (outpatient rehabilitation
center, orthopedic clinic, and daycare facility). Specifically, we
included patients who were able to travel indoors and outdoors
with a level of functioning of more than modified independence
and who were not receiving regular treatment at medical
institutions. We excluded patients with a diagnosis of dementia
and mental illness. We determined our sample size with reference
to those of previous studies that performed cluster analysis; they
had sample sizes of approximately 60.[24,25]
2.3. Procedure

The participants’ demographic data (sex, age, disease, major pain
sites, duration of pain, medication status, and employment), pain
characteristics, and psychological status were assessed using
questionnaires that the respondents were administered in a single
session. Subsequently, their pain circadian rhythms were
evaluated.
2.4. Pain circadian rhythm

Pain circadian rhythm was evaluated over 7days. Pain intensity
was measured at 6-time points per day (wake-up, 9:00, 12:00,
15:00, 18:00, and 21:00) using a 10-cm visual analog scale (VAS)
drawn on paper. The evaluation was performed by the
participants themselves, and participants who could not perform
the evaluations at the exact time points because of their work or
lifestyle were asked to record their measurements within a 1-hour
window of the time point (e.g., if they found it difficult to perform
the evaluation at 15:00, they were asked to perform it between
14:00 and 16:00). For the analysis, we used a 7-day average for
each of the 6-time points. Participants showing VAS score
variations of<1 in the 6-time points on all 7days were considered
to not show circadian pain rhythms and excluded from the study
(n = 3).
2.5. Measures

The Neuropathic Pain Diagnostic Questionnaire (DN4) was used
to determine NP, the Short-Form McGill Pain Questionnaire 2
(SFMPQ2) was used as a multidimensional assessment of pain
intensity, the Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory (NPSI) was
used to assess the severity of NP, and the Michigan Body Map
(MBM) was used to evaluate the pain site. Psychological states
were assessed using the Hospital Anxiety and Depressions Scale
(HADS) for depression and anxiety, the Pain Catastrophizing
Scale (PCS-4) for pain catastrophizing thoughts, and the UCLA
Loneliness Scale (Japanese version) for loneliness.
(1)
 Neuropathic Pain Diagnostic Questionnaire
The DN4 is an evaluation scale developed to classify pain

into NP and non-NP.[26] It consists of 10 questions related to
NP (e.g., “Do you have a burning pain?” and “Do you have
pain like an electric shock?). If there are positive responses to
4 or more items, the pain is judged as NP.
(2)
 Short-Form McGill Pain Questionnaire 2
The SFMPQ2 consists of 22 questions that are categorized

into 4 sub-items: continuous pain, intermittent pain, affective
descriptors, and NP.[27] Each item was answered on an NRS
of 11 points, and the higher the score, the more severe the
pain. SFMPQ2 shows good internal consistency (SFMPQ2-
total: Cronbach’s a=0.86).[27] There were significant
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correlations between SFMPQ2-total and other functional
assessments (VAS: r=0.54, SFMPQ2-total: r=0.79).[27]
(3)
 Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory
The NPSI is a 10-item questionnaire related to NP (e.g.,

“Do you have burning spontaneous pain?” and “Do you
have attacks of pain, like a knife stabbing?”). These 10 items
can be classified into the following sub-items: spontaneous
pain, attacks of pain, provoked pain, and abnormal
sensations.[28] These symptoms were rated by the patients
on an 11-point NRS by selecting the number that best
described their average pain within the last 24hours (range,
0–10, where 10 indicates maximum pain). The higher the
total score, the more severe the symptoms of NP.
(4)
 Michigan Body Map
The MBM is a self-administered rating scale in which the

patient marks the area of current pain from 35 boxes
representing body regions shown on an image of the body.[29]

The greater the number of marks, the greater the number of
painful areas.
(5)
 Hospital Anxiety and Depressions Scale
The HADS contains 14 items and 2 subscales. The 2

subscales independently assess depression and anxiety.[28]

Higher scores indicate more severe anxiety and depression.
HADS-anxiety showed good internal consistency (HADS-
anxiety: Cronbach’s a=0.80), while HADS-depression did
not show good internal consistency (HADS-depression:
Cronbach’s a=0.50–0.61).[30]
(6)
 Pain Catastrophizing Scale
The PCS-4 is a shorter version of the 13-item PCS and

contains 4 items. Higher scores indicate more severe
catastrophic thinking. PCS-4 showed good internal consis-
tency (Cronbach’s a=0.86).[29] There were significant
correlations between PCS-4 and PCS-13 (r=0.96).[31]
(7)
Table 1

Characteristics of the participants (n=56).

Characteristics, n (%)

Gender (male) 24 (42.9)
Age (yr), mean±SD 63.3±18.1
Main pain area
Neck 1 (1.8)
Low back 13 (23.2)
Upper limb 16 (28.6)
Lower limb 26 (46.4)

Pain duration
3 mo–1 yr 20 (35.7)
1–5 yr 16 (28.6)
over 5 yr 20 (35.7)
Analgesic use 27 (48.2)
Working 21 (47.5)

Outcome measures, mean (SD)
Neuropathic Pain Diagnostic Questionnaire, n (%) 20 (35.7)
Short-Form McGill Pain Questionnaire 2-total 37.2±33.3
Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory-total 16.4±15.0
Michigan Body Map 5.9±5.2
Hospital Anxiety and Depressions Scale-total 13.6±6.9
Pain Catastrophizing Scale-4 10.4±3.0
The Japanese Revised UCLA Loneliness Scale (Loneliness) 36.3±10.5

SD= standard deviation.
The Japanese Revised UCLA Loneliness Scale
This scale was translated and revised byMoroi,[32] tested in

participants across a wide age range (teenagers to those aged
over 65years), and then named the Japanese Revised UCLA
Loneliness Scale. The scale includes items, such as “You stand
alone from other people” and “No one knows you well.” It
consists of 20 items, including 10 reversed items. The items
are rated on a scale from 1 to 4 (1=“absolutely disagree” to
4=“very strongly agree”).

2.6. Data analyses

The demographic variables of all subjects were presented as
absolute numbers and percentages (sex, age, major pain site, pain
onset period, analgesic use, and employment status). Additional-
ly, the chi-square test was used to compare the demographic
characteristics of the patients classified according to the medical
institution from which they were recruited. Correlations between
pain intensity (SFMPQ2) and pain-related factors (NPSI, each
psychological factor) were examined in all participants using
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients. Further, cluster analysis
(mixed distribution model) was performed using 6 variables with
standardized (Z-score) VAS values (7-day mean) at 6-time points
for individual participants in order to extract groups with similar
pain rhythms. The number of clusters, determined using the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) value as a reference, was
the number between 2 and 7 with the smallest BIC value.[33]

Subsequently, the period of evaluation of the participants’
3

circadian rhythm of pain and the medical institutions from which
they were recruited were compared among the clusters using the
chi-square test. Subsequently, age, sex, NP rate, major pain site,
analgesic use, MBM, employment status, and disease rate in each
group were compared using the Kruskal–Wallis test and chi-
squared test. The NP ratio was calculated from the DN4 results.
Finally, the results of the SFMPQ2, NPSI, and psychological
evaluation in each group were compared using the Kruskal–
Wallis test, and post-hoc assessments were performed using the
Steel–Dwass test. These statistical analyses were performed using
HAD (ver. 14.101)[34] with a significance level of 5%.
3. Results

3.1. Demographic data

A total of 63 participants were recruited for this study, and
statistical analysis was performed on 56 of them (7 participants
were excluded either because of missing data [n=4] or because
they did not show circadian pain rhythms [n=3]). Table 1 shows
the demographic characteristics of the participants. The major
pain sites, including the upper limb and lower limb, accounted for
<80% of the total pain area. With respect to the chronicity of
pain, 35.7% of the participants had pain for more than 3months
but less than 1year, 28.6% had pain for more than 1year but less
than 5years, and 35.7% had pain for more than 5years. Less
than 50% of the participants used analgesics, and 47.5% were
employed. Additionally, there were no significant differences
between the participants’ demographic characteristics when they
were classified according to the medical institutions from which
they were recruited.
3.2. Correlation analysis

Table 2 shows the results of the correlation analysis of the scores
of the outcomes in all participants. Significantly strong
correlations were observed between SFMPQ2 and NPSI (rs=
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Table 2

Correlations between pain related outcomes and SF-MPQ2.

NPSI PCS-4 HADS Loneliness

SF-MPQ2 0.76
∗∗∗

0.29
∗

0.39
∗∗

0.12

HADS=Hospital Anxiety and Depressions Scale-total values, Loneliness, The Japanese Revised UCLA Loneliness Scale-total values, NPSI=Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory-total values, PCS-4=Pain
Catastrophizing Scale-total values, SF-MPQ2=Short-Form McGill Pain Questionnaire 2-total values.
∗
P< .05.

∗∗
P< .01.

∗∗∗
P< .001.
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0.76, P< .001). In addition, the psychological evaluations PCS-4
and HADS were positively correlated with SFMPQ2 (PCS-4: rs=
0.29, P< .05; HADS: rs=0.39, P< .01).
3.3. Cluster analysis

Table 3 shows the BIC values in 2–7 clusters. Cluster analysis
yielded 3 similar clusters of circadian pain rhythms (Fig. 1).
Cluster 1 (CL1) showed the highest VAS score at waking, but the
VAS score tended to decrease with time. In cluster 2 (CL2), the
VAS score was high at waking and decreased during the day as in
CL1, but gradually increased after 15:00 and tended to be the
same as that at waking by 21:00. Cluster 3 (CL3) showed a trend
of gradual increase of VAS score over time, contrary to CL1.
Tables 4 and 5 show the characteristics of each cluster and the
results of the intergroup comparisons. There were no significant
differences in all factors among the 3 groups. The percentage of
NP was 24.1% in CL3, which was lower than that in the other 2
groups (CL1: 41.7%, CL2: 53.3%), but there were no significant
differences among the 3 groups. There was no significant
difference in disease rates among the groups.

3.4. Comparisons among groups

The intergroup comparisons showed significant differences in the
total NPSI score and the sub-item score for provoked pain
(Table 6). After the post-hoc test, CL1 and CL2 showed
significantly higher total NPSI scores than CL3 (CL1 vs CL2,
P= .595; CL1 vs CL3, P= .020; CL2 vs CL3, P= .036; 95% CI:
CL1=13.6–30.8, CL2=11.5–41.2, CL3=6.9–15.1). For pro-
vokedpain,CL1 showed significantly higher scores thanCL3 (CL1
vs CL2, P= .302; CL1 vs CL3, P= .044; CL2 vs CL3, P= .305;
95%CI: CL1=4.3–11.9, CL2=1.5–12.5, CL3=0.6–6.5) (Fig. 2).

4. Discussion

The present study investigated the relationship between the types
of circadian pain rhythms and the factors associated with these
rhythms among community-dwelling chronic pain patients. The
most common site of pain was the lower extremity (46%), and
the total number of patients experiencing lower-extremity and
upper-extremity pain accounted for <80% of the participants,
with 35.7% of the participants experiencing NP. Analgesics were
used by 48% of the participants, and 47% were employed. The
Table 3

BIC value in each cluster number.

2CL 3CL 4CL

BIC 811.1 804.7 806.4

BIC=Bayesian Information Criterion, CL= cluster.

4

cluster analysis showed 3 clusters of circadian pain rhythms with
different characteristics.
In this study, we investigated the circadian rhythms of pain that

had persisted for 3months or longer regardless of disease. Most
previous studies on circadian pain rhythms have examined only
certain diseases, but even patients with the same disease may
show a wide variety of pain types, indicating the difficulty in
understanding these rhythms by disease category. Our results
showed that the disease distributions were not significantly
different among the 3 clusters. However, the clusters showed
different circadian patterns with unique characteristics. Conven-
tionally, pain has been evaluated and classified based on its
mechanism.[35] Our results also indicate that it is appropriate to
evaluate circadian rhythms across disease categories since these
rhythms present in patterns that are difficult to explain based on
disease characteristics. Thus, in chronic pain patients, circadian
rhythms need to be evaluated individually. Understanding
individual circadian rhythms may help in developing treatment
strategies, such as adjusting daily activities and physical activities.
Further, although we did not control analgesic use, previous
studies demonstrated that even though analgesics reduced
pain during the day, they did not change the circadian pain
rhythm that was present before analgesic administration.[20]

Consistent with these findings, our results did not show any
significant differences in analgesic use among the 3 clusters,
indicating that analgesics have minimal impact on circadian pain
rhythms.
Considering psychological factors, although our correlation

analysis showed significant positive correlations between
SFMPQ2 and PCS-4 and HADS, there were no differences
among the clusters. Previous studies have found that psychologi-
cal factors both increase and decrease pain intensity,[36–38] and
the results of our correlation analysis suggest that psychological
factors are likely to modify pain intensity at each time period.
However, the existence of circadian rhythms of the psychological
factors themselves has also been suggested,[39] and psychological
states may fluctuate both within and between days. Therefore,
assessment of psychological factors at a 1-time point, as was done
in the present study, may not demonstrate their correlations with
circadian pain rhythms. In future studies, it will be necessary to
investigate the circadian rhythms of psychological factors as well
and to examine their interrelationships with the circadian pain
rhythms.
5CL 6CL 7CL

808.7 821.7 848.7



Figure 1. Rhythm-type classification of circadian pain rhythms. Three clusters
with different characteristics were extracted through cluster analysis. CL1
showed the highest VAS score at waking, but the VAS score tended to
decrease with time. In CL2, the VAS score was high at waking and decreased
during the day, but gradually increased after 15:00. CL3 showed a trend of
gradual increase of VAS score over time. Each data point is displayed with an
error bar. CL=cluster, VAS=visual analog scale.
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Notably, the NPSI total and provoked pain subscale
scores exhibited significant differences among clusters. The
NPSI total scores of CL1 and CL2 were significantly higher
than that of CL3. CL1 and CL2 exhibited higher proportions of
NP than CL3, although the differences were not significant
(CL1: 41%, CL2: 53%, CL3: 24%), and while CL3 showed
the lowest pain intensity at wake-up, CL1 and CL2 both
showed high pain intensities at this time. Thus, NP and its
severity are associated with circadian rhythms of pain intensity
at wake-up. Since nervous and neuroendocrine system
regulations have been suggested to contribute to circadian
pain rhythms,[20] it is possible that the NPSI score, which can
assess the severity of NP, is associated with these rhythms.
Moreover, previous studies have found that patients with NP
5

show lower melatonin secretion at night than healthy subjects.
This may cause sleep disorders, which may promote pain
sensitivity.[40] While we did not measure melatonin secretion or
sleep disorders, we surmise that the results of high pain
intensities at wake-up in CL1 and CL2 in this study are also
related to these factors.
The NPSI provoked pain subscale score was significantly

higher in CL1 than in CL3. A study on spinal cord injuries
classified patients into 5 clusters of different sensory symptoms
based on NPSI score distributions.[41] Thus, NP presents with a
wide variety of sensory symptoms, and it is possible that the
symptom of provoked pain itself is associated with the
circadian pain rhythm. Further, while CL1 and CL2 exhibited
similarly high pain intensities at wake-up, pain intensity
increased from afternoon to night in CL2 but remained low
in CL1. Unlike spontaneous pain and attacks of pain, patients
with provoked pain can avoid the stimulus that causes the pain;
thus, the circadian pattern for CL1 could have been affected by
the means of pain avoidance, creating a different pattern from
CL2.
On the other hand, the circadian rhythm for CL3 showed a

gradual increase in pain intensity from wake-up to nighttime.
CL3 showed the lowest proportion of NP (24%), which may
indicate a strong role of the nociceptive element. This is thought
to indicate that a gradual increase in physical activity throughout
the day exacerbates the pain. While physical activity has been
reported to alleviate pain,[42–44] intense physical activity has also
been found to exacerbate pain.[45] Because overactivity may
exacerbate pain and modulate the circadian rhythm when
thinking about the management of chronic pain, it is important to
consider the interrelationship between the circadian rhythms of
pain and physical activity.
This study had several limitations. First, concerning the

classification of circadian rhythms, previous studies have
reported that the intensity of chronic pain fluctuates between
days.[46] However, the classifications in the present study were
based onmean VAS scores at each time point over 7days, making
it impossible to examine variations between days. Second, it has
been suggested that exogenous factors, such as temperature,
atmospheric pressure, and humidity, affect circadian pain
rhythms.[20] Because the subjects of the present study were not
examined over the same period, we cannot rule out the impact of
exogenous factors on circadian pain rhythms. Third, we did not
evaluate factors, such as neuroendocrine secretions, sleep, and
physical activity levels; thus, we can only speculate how these
relate to the circadian rhythms of pain. Tasks for future studies
include evaluation of the neuroendocrine system, sleep, and
physical activity alongside circadian pain rhythms and further
clarification of the factors that are associated with circadian pain
rhythms.
In conclusion, we investigated the circadian pain rhythms in

community-living chronic pain patients and were able to extract
3 clusters of different circadian pain rhythms through cluster
analysis. In addition, we found differences in the total NPSI score
and the subscale score for evoked pain in the 3 clusters. Rather
than understanding circadian pain rhythms from disease
classification, rhythms should be assessed individually, consider-
ing the nature of the pain, such as NPSI. Furthermore, this study’s
results suggest that a thorough understanding of circadian pain
rhythms in chronic pain patients may facilitate the introduction
of treatment strategies, such as activities of daily living and
physical exercise.
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Table 4

Comparison between clusters based on evaluation period and medical institution.

Evaluation period and medical institution, n (%)

CL1 (n=12) CL2 (n=15) CL3 (n=29) P value

Evaluation period P= .163
April–June 3 (25) 5 (33.3) 10 (34.5)
July–September 1 (8.3) 3 (20) 9 (31)
October–December 1 (8.3) 4 (26.7) 5 (17.2)
January–March 7 (58.3) 3 (20) 5 (17.2)

Medical institutions P= .383
Outpatient rehabilitation center 6 (50) 9 (60) 10 (34.5)
Orthopedic clinic 5 (41.7) 5 (33.3) 12 (41.4)
Daycare facility 1 (8.3) 1 (6.7) 7 (24.1)

CL= cluster.

Table 5

Characteristics and disease ratio of each group.

Characteristics and disease ratio, n (%)

CL1 (n=12) CL2 (n=15) CL3 (n=29) P value

Gender (male) 7 (58.3) 7 (46.7) 10 (34.5) P= .562
Age (yr), mean±SD 69.7±12.2 59.0±18.3 62.8±19.8 P= .371
Neuropathic pain ratio 5 (41.7) 8 (53.3) 7 (24.1) P= .276
Main pain area P= .088
Neck 0 0 1 (3.4)
Low back 2 (16.7) 4 (13.3) 7 (24.1)
Upper limb 4 (33.3) 9 (60) 3 (10.3)
Lower limb 6 (50) 2 (13.3) 18 (62.1)
Analgesic use 8 (66.7) 7 (46.7) 12 (41.4) P= .521
Michigan Body Map, mean±SD 5.9±4.4 5.3±6.7 6.2±4.9 P= .400
Working 3 (25) 6 (40) 12 (41.4) P= .812

Disease ratio P= .932
Spinal cord disease 5 (41.7) 5 (33.3) 10 (34.5)
Locomotor disorders 6 (50) 4 (26.7) 11 (37.9)
Lower back pain 1 (8.3) 1 (6.7) 5 (17.2)
Stroke 0 2 (13.3) 0
Cause unknown 0 3 (20) 3 (10.3)

Spinal cord disease includes spinal cord injury, spinal canal stenosis, cervical spondylosis, etc. Locomotor disorders includes those due to osteoarthritis, after artificial joint replacement, fracture etc.
CL= cluster, SD= standard deviation.

Table 6

Between-groups comparison of pain-related outcomes.

Pain-related outcomes, mean±SD

CL1 (n=12) CL2 (n=15) CL3 (n=29) P value

SF-MPQ2-total 32.5±14.7 55.4±48.0 32.5±31.8 P= .255
Continuous pain 15.2±8.3 18.8±14.6 13.5±11.5 P= .451
Intermittent pain 6.8±6.5 15.1±13.6 8.2±12.3 P= .233
Affective descriptors 2.5±3.0 7.7±11.0 5.1±5.3 P= .412
Neuropathic pain 8.0±5.1 13.9±13.1 7.5±8.5 P= .215

NPSI-total 22.2±12.8 23.9±21.1 10.3±8.4 P= .007
Spontaneous pain 5.8±4.6 4.9±7.4 3.2±3.7 P= .126
Attacks of pain 4.5±5.9 5.7±5.9 2.0±2.7 P= .094
Provoked pain 8.1±5.6 7.0±7.7 3.5±5.0 P= .033
Abnormal sensations 3.8±3.4 6.3±6.6 2.2±2.6 P= .099
HADS 11.6±4.9 14.6±9.0 13.8±6.4 P= .958
PCS-4 9.8±2.5 10.2±4.2 10.7±2.6 P= .553
Loneliness 36.8±10.5 40.0±12.1 34.1±9.3 P= .334

HADS=Hospital Anxiety and Depressions Scale-total values, Loneliness=The Japanese Revised UCLA Loneliness Scale, NPSI=Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory-total values, PCS-4=Pain Catastrophizing
Scale, SF-MPQ2=Short-Form McGill Pain Questionnaire 2-total values.
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Figure 2. The results of multiple comparisons. CL1 and CL2 showed higher total NPSI scores than CL3. For provoked pain, CL1 showed higher scores than CL3.
CL=cluster, NPSI=Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory.
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